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Background: At the Center for Coronary Artery Anomalies, during the period Nov 2011 to Aug 2014, we completed our MRI-based 
screening survey protocol in a general population of young children, and we report the following prevalence data of the main high-risk 
cardiovascular conditions (hr-CVC) for sports -related exercise.
methods: As previously reported, the protocol involved a clinical questionnaire, an EKG and a screening CMR. MRA was aimed at 
identifying ostial coronary location and proximal course, to rule out ACAOS (ectopic origin with intramural course). Initial 1,879 data 
showed a 99.3% precision in identifying coronary ostia and proximal courses. Quantitative normal LV parameters included (with 2 standard 
deviation ranges, to establish normals): LV mass, volumes, wall thickness, LV diameters, EF.
results: Total cases: 3,529; age range: 10-15y; screen-negative cases: 3,488 (98.83%); screen-positive: 41 (1.16%). Coronary artery 
anomalies with intramural course (ACAOS)= 17 (0.47%, male %= 70); R-ACAOS= 12; L-ACAOS= 6. Hypertrophic cardiomyopaties 
(CM)= 2 (0.06%) by qualitative def; = 0 by quantitative def. Dilative CM= 4 cases (0,06%) by qualitative def; = 0 by quantitative def. Non-
compaction LV= 130 (3.6%).EKG abnormalities: 1. LVH: 4.5%, RVH= 5.3% both unsupported by MRI findings. Prolonged QTc (460-499 
msec)= 13 cases; 2= > 500msec. ARVC= None; Brugada= None. Statistically, since we observed 17 events of coronary anomalies out of 
3529 cases, the event rate is 0.005. As a consequence, we are 99% confident the event rate is greater than 0.0025. Based on the table of 
rare events, we conclude that we have adequate sample size in this study.
conclusion:  MRI-based screening has an unprecedented accuracy and reliability. Our findings suggest that the prevalence of ACAOS 
is the highest in hr-CVC. CM are quite rare in this age group. MRI limits dramatically the instances of false positive findings obtained with 
EKG and echocardiography.
